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Diane SUMMERS and Eric VALLI 

 

Authors, photographers, film makers 

Australia, France 

 

Whatever could a French cabinet maker and a lawyer from Perth, Australia have in common? 

Nepal, no less. A fascination, a passion for meeting the inhabitants of the remotest and most 

inaccessible parts of our planet, what’s more. A vocation for immortalising on film tribes and traditions 

threatened with disappearing altogether, to boot. The lot crowned with an innate sense of friendship, 

deep respect for one’s fellow human beings, the courage to brave unbelievable working conditions, 

and the conviction that they do what they do because they simply could not do anything else. 

 

Take the basic ingredients, place them in separate vessels, mix them together on a bus at the top of 

the world, and in no time you have a potent, energising, effervescent concoction capable of 

overcoming incredible technical handicaps to produce flabbergasting masterpieces on paper or 

film. The best way to travel to deepest Asia, when leaving your home is impossible, is through one of 

Diane Summers and Eric Valli’s numerous, prize-winning books or documentaries. 

 

When Eric Valli began sojourning in the Himalayas of Nepal, he very soon found himself literally hung 

up on his (then) hobby. Back in Paris one day, he showed his shots to Hervé de la Martinière, editor-in-

chief at Hachette, who immediately published them in a book entitled Tsangbou. Some time later 

Valli returned to Nepal and began work on a second project, Dolpo, the Hidden Land, a document 

on an ancient and until then unknown trade route between Tibet and Nepal. 

 

Meanwhile in Australia, a young woman was half-heartedly practising law. She decided to quit and 

set off for Nepal, where she met Eric Valli. He invited her to work on his project with him, and she 

accepted: the formidable husband-wife team we know today was born. 

 

“We don’t consider ourselves photographers or cinematographers. The adventure for us is the main 

motive... Adventure with a capital A... (is) much more than just taking pictures. It’s making friends, it’s 

learning languages, it’s sharing the risks, the life, the joy, the pain of all these people. And this for us is 

much more important than just click-clack.” Indeed, before even taking out a notebook or camera, 

Diane and Eric live for at least two months, but usually more, with their subjects. “We don’t steal the 

pictures,” says Valli, “We take the cameras out only when we are accepted, when the people don’t 

even notice (them).” 

 

Each project takes at least three years, with a full year devoted simply to research and trust-building. 

Then there are all the technical details to be considered - and the danger. For Shadow Hunters, (the 
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reportage on the harvesting of swiftlet nests that are the key ingredient in the Chinese delicacy Bird’s 

Nest Soup), to cite an example, Summers and Valli had to solve the problem of light in the dark 

caves. And the nests can be reached only by climbing up the 300-ft.-high system of scaffolding, 

pylons and bridges made of bamboo lashed together by vines. The atmosphere during the shooting 

is one of complicity, where everyone - autochthons, photographers and technicians - give their all to 

a common project. 

 

After gleaning an impressive series of awards for their documentary work, Summers and Valli shot 

Himalaya, their first feature film. Currently part three of the Honey Hunters/Shadow Hunters trilogy is in 

the making; all we know is that it also begins with H. Diane and Eric are also the proud parents of two 

young daughters, Sara and Camille. 

 

 


